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UPSaaS from Volta improves productivity, manages 
costs, and reduces risks.

Power infrastructure is the lifeblood of your business. Don’t let 
UPS devices be the weak link. With UPSaaS from Volta, we own, 
monitor, and maintain them for you; a perfect �t for organiza-
tions with many remote sites or branch o�ces. Volta readies 
organizations to transform the overlooked task of UPS mainte-
nance into an operational spend.

UPS as a Service from Volta

Take advantage of UPS 
devices in an OPEX model:

Owned Monitored Maintained

Volta’s UPS as a Service 
O�ering

UPSaaS for your business.
IT is moving to an on-demand model that requires �nancial solutions as agile as 
the technology that supports them. Volta’s UPSaaS can transform a critical 
infrastructure component from a capital purchase to an operational spend 
without compromise. You can have an as-a-service model while simultaneously 
improving your infrastructure and o�oading what might have been an after-
thought to professionals in the industry.

UPSaaS for your sta�.
A well-maintained UPS uses several technologies to extend the life of the 
batteries, handle load changes, and manage power �uctuations. Rather than try 
and make your network engineer a UPS engineer, or your datacenter specialist 
a UPS specialist, let Volta’s professional sta� and years of experience handle 
your UPS environment and make sure it stays in optimal form.

UPSaaS for your business continuity strategy.
Losing power for as little as a quarter of a second can start a chain of events 
which may result in downtime of �fteen minutes to several hours or more. 
Power events like storms or facility failures can critically damage your UPS. With 
remote monitoring, replacement stock on hand, and proactive support, Volta 
can rapidly restore your infrastructure to 100% health.

Contact us today for your complimentary power continuity assessment. 

Volta enables businesses to overcome their technology 
challenges by designing customized data center and 
cybersecurity solutions to meet the demands of a modern 
IT transformation. 

Long-term business relationships are important to us. We 
earn our clients' trust through honest recommendations on 
the solutions best-suited for their business goals, and 
�exible support of their IT environments.

About Volta

888. 479. 9672

“Volta’s �exibility and true willing-
ness to provide additional value 
assisted in building a cost e�cient 
statewaide solution for Kentucky 
schools.”

-Volta UPSaaS Customer Reference




